JULIA DMITRIYEVNA
"She's living with people she knows, but I don't
want to. Their cottage has been burned, too, they're
living in a dugout."
"And your father and mother?"
"I've no mother. Dad—I don't know where he is. At
the front. I've heard nothing about him."
Vaska told this in the same easy tones as the rest, only
her light brows drew together painfully.
"I'll take you," said Danilov. "Only one condition—
tell the truth in future. You're not seventeen."
"I am, really and truly. Cross my throat and die,"
said Vaska.
"And what age did you tell the Germans you were, so
that they wouldn't take you to Germany?" asked
Danilov, who knew something of regulations in the
occupied areas,
"Thirteen," said Vaska. ^
Danilov and Julia Dmitriyevna laughed.
"That sounds more like the truth," said Danilov,
"Well, and what's your name?"
"Vaska."
"Well, Vaska, then," said Danilov.
Vaska's belongings consisted of a bundle rolled in a
grey checked shawl, a huge man's greatcoat over her
shoulders, and thin boots.
"What have you got here?" asked Julia Dmitriyevna,
pointing to the bundle. "Maybe you'd like to leave it?"
"Nay," said Vaska, clutching it to her bosom.
She was thinking—what was going to happen to her
now? Would they give her something to eat before they
began to teach her how to be a nurse? But Julia Dmitri-
yevna took her to an ordinary goods coach. First she
came into a sort of cubby hole, with two piglets behind
bars, plump and clean, snuffling and chewing. "How
dean they are,*' thought Vaska, "don't even smell of
dang/* JuHa Dmitriyevna opened a low door and Vaska
found herself m a more roomy part with large bowls and
rabbi&g boards hafrgmg on the walls. Along two of the
sides there were metal tables, and by the third soine-
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